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Abstract
The present estimation of the LHC underground control
el ectronics gives a total of 10.400 crates of which some 4.400
will be connected to  the machine control network. Electronic
equipment will be  housed under the cryostats, along the
t unnel, in the alcoves and in the galleries parallel to the
machine tunnel.
In the re gular arcs and in the dispersion suppressers areas
th e radiation level is expected to be relatively low. But,
d espite this low radiation level, radiation tests results obtained
in previous years demonstrate that all electronic equipment
needs to be qualified in a test facility providing an LHC like
radi ation environment. The radiation qualification of all
tunnel electronics  will be essential in order to guaranty a
r
 eliable operation over the lifetime of the machine.
The object of this paper is to give a review of the various
el ectronic systems as they are planned today and to provide
s	 imulation results concerning the radiation environment of the
CERN  on-line test facility used for qualification of electronic
compone
 nts and systems. This paper is an update and an
ext ension of the presentation made at the 5th Workshop on
Electronics for LHC Experiments held in Snowmass, in
S eptember 1999 [1].
I. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
The un derground electronic systems planned to control the
LHC machine are being discussed, developed and some
prot otypes are already being tested; only a few final decisions
have been  taken at this stage. The results, of the radiation tests
current
 ly conducted on many components and systems, are
im portant factors that will influence the final decisions. The
radiation test results will impact on the type of electronic to be
us ed and on its final position either in the tunnel or in a
p rotected area. We already know that intelligent sensor
interfaces are radiation sensitive and that simplified fieldbus
in terfaces will have to be preferred. These results will have a
d irect consequence on the number of cables that will be
required to connect tunnel equipment to its controller located
in the closest alcove.
In the following subsections the various underground
electronic s ystems are briefly described and the current
opt ions taken are presented. The final solution may be
d ifferent once the radiation test results will have been taken
i nto account or in the case of a different technical proposal.
A.  Beam Instrumentation
S ix years before the scheduled commissioning of the LHC
a co mplete list of beam instruments has been established,
gi ving a detailed overview of the basic requirements and
s	 pecifications of all beam instrumentation foreseen for the
tr ansfer lines and for the main rings [2].
A round the LHC ring and underneath the super-
conductin
 g dipoles the annual radiation dose will be as low as
1 Gy. This is due to the extremely effective beam halo
cleaning 
 system necessary to prevent magnet quenches. For
Beam instrumentation that means the front-end electronics
can be s
 pread around the circumference, avoiding long and
expens ive cables.
F or distributed monitors like Beam Position (BPM) and
Beam Loss (BLM) data collection will be done through 240
B eam Instrumentation (BI) crates located under the middle
cryos
 tat of each alternate half-cell, at 30m from the monitors.
The  beam position information generated by the 988
BPMs will be pre-processed in these 240 BI crates. Each crate
will be connected to  three networks: an Ethernet segment, a
Beam Synchronous Timing (BST) and a WorldFIP fieldbus
dedi cated to beam instrumentation. Every 100ms, the BPM
r eal-time information will be sent to the central control room
vi a the WorldFIP and a high-speed transmission channel for
comput
 ation [3].
In a previous layout, the beam loss information was
i ntended to be pre-processed in these 240 BI crates. But, in
order t o ensure the closest possible coupling between the
beam  loss system and the beam interlock system, it has been
deci ded recently to house both systems together in each of the
16 alcoves and at the bottom of the 8 pits. This implies now to
carry 
 the BLM signals, via some 120 additional cables, into
each alcove an d pit.
I n addition to the BLM and BPM systems, which are
dis tributed all around the machine, there is more specialised
b eam instrumentation required. Most of this specialised BI
eq uipment will be located in point 4 and at the two beam
injection areas in point 1 and 2.
B.  Power Converters
The LHC machine will use some 1700 power converters
of  about 14 different types ranging from 8V/50A for the
cl
 osed orbit correctors and up to 12V/12.5kA for the main
quadr upole circuits [4].
964 pﬀ ower converters will be housed in the klystron
galleries  and in some surface buildings while 736 power
converters
  will be installed under the cryostats in the machine
tunnel and  will be subject to radiations.
An unprecedented precision of about 1ppm (of 13kA) in
ter ms of resolution, stability and reproducibility is required.
This represents an improvement over current practice of
appro ximately a factor of ten.  In addition, the very large
el ectrical time constants presented by super-conducting
magnets, coupled with the need to remove dynamic errors
requi red a new approach. In order to meet this challenge a
number of studies and practical tests have taken place over the
lasﬁ t few years aimed at proving that such an increased
perfor mance can be obtained reliably [5,6].
The strategy to obtain such improvement is:
ﬂ
 Emﬃ ploy digital regulation methods rather than
anal ogue methods.

 A pply digital corrections of known errors.
 
 Emplﬃ oy real-time feedback mechanisms (both
magnetic and beam related).
!
 Incorporate in-situ calibration techniques.
The aim of the ongoing development is to improve all-
round performance of the power converter system by using
cl
 osed loop control in the converter and all over the machine,
by enha ncing the remote control and diagnostic as well as the
r
 eliability. Measurements with a precision of a few ppm to
13kA require the improvement of the overall accuracy of the
DCCTs and the ADCs. The power parts of the converters
have an e qually stringent performance requirement and
d evelopment in this area is going on as well.
C.  Real-Time Control
R" eal-time control is needed for the LHC because of the
non-reproducibility of magnet field errors, of the demanding
b eam parameter limits and of a very low tolerance of the
m# achine to beam losses.
A r eal-time system has a deterministic behaviour but does
not necessarily have to be fast. In the case of LHC we need a
boun ded response time for repetition rates of about 1 Hz
($ max. 10 Hz for some systems).
The real -time control of the 1700 power converters will
us e both beam related (BPMs) and magnetic parameters as
well  as an ultra-sure site-wide timing for synchronisation and
t ime stamping.
Three key  issues for power converter control are to be
cons
 idered: ramps, trims and real-time control. The ramp
provi des a synchronous change in current in most magnets,
t he trim is a synchronous adjustment in current in a small
grou p of magnets and the real-time control insures a
cont
 inuous adjustment in current in any combination of
magnet# s [7].
The real-time s ystem architecture is composed of three
layers: the central server, the gateway and the digital
cont
 roller and also of two networks: the WorldFIP fieldbus
and t he LHC RT network [8].
The system architecture shows that the controller and the
vol tage source are intimately linked to make a complete
pow er converter. The analogue measurements of the current
ar e supplied directly to the controller so that digital regulation
of cur rent can be performed. Each digital controller has two
interfaces, one is a serial port for local diagnostics and the
other an i nterface to the WorldFIP fieldbus for remote
operat ion.
The real-time data path from the top to the bottom can be
s	 een as a permanently open data channel capable of
t ransporting one value per digital controller and per 10ms
from a real-time top level server to each digital controller at
th e bottom level. This transport channel must be guaranteed to
have a certain maximum latency for a certain proportion of
t he values sent in a given time period.
Real-time data will also flow in the other direction from
b ottom to top. This will include analogue measurements and
the s tatus of the power converter and its controller.
The  fieldbus of choice for the real-time control and for the
di stribution of timing and synchronisation of all power
convert
 ers is the WorldFIP. (% See below).
The real-time data flow implies a certain performance
f& rom all three layers in the system as well as from both
networks. The real-time control software will be a standard
function in each power converter, thus offering a great
flexibility to the LHC control system.
D.  Magnet Protection System
The magnet protection system continuously monitors the
proper  operation, within their superconducting state, of the
following superconducting elements: magnets, current leads
and bus  bars [9].
The main function of the magnet protection system is to
detect the res istive transitions (quenches). In the case of a
quench t he protection system undertakes the corresponding
actions  internally to the system by firing heaters and recording
s	 ignals. It provokes elsewhere the necessary actions: switches
off p ower converters, opens dump switches aborts the beam
t hrough the power abort and beam abort systems. It sends
alarms  during operation to the control room and it receives
requests for information in test mode and on-line mode [10].
In case of a quench detected, different actions are
envi saged depending on the type of the quenching magnet:
- For main dipoles and quadrupoles operating at about
12 kA: to fire quench heaters power supplies, to fire the cold
by-pas s diodes and to activate dump switches and resistors.
- For quadrupoles magnets in the insertion regions the
prot ection is achieved with quench heaters.
- In all cases the corresponding power converters must be
immediately switched off.
For security reasons the quench detection electronics
provi des redundancy with at least two independent circuits
and,  in order to avoid false detection, validation signals are
needed. The quench detection electronics provides the
neces' sary signals to allow remote monitoring and post
mortem analysis from the control room. It sends local trigger
s	 ignals to the heater discharge supplies and to the power abort
s	 ystem located far away.
The  hart of the magnet protection system is the
Acquisition and Monitoring Controller (AMC). The AMC
acqui res and stores data of a list of signals. On request from
th e control room it transmits data on all signals (time,
anal ogue, logic). The AMC synchronises and time stamps the
sig	 nals, in case of a quench trigger it locks the data
acqui sition (keeps “x” sec of data and continues to acquire
“y” sec of data). On request it sends snapshots of the present
val ues.
The AMC’s communication with the control room is
i mplemented on WorldFIP fieldbuses and on the control
network via PLC bridges.
E.  Cryogenics System
The superconducting magnets will operate in superfluid
helium below 2K. At the surface of each even point (2, 4, 6,
8( ) there will be one complete cryogenic plant comprising the
compres
 sors and the cold boxes for 4.5K and 1.8K
refrigerato rs as well as the necessary storage for gaseous
hel ium and liquid nitrogen [11].
A t the level of the underground caverns there are the cold
boxes  for the 4.5K and 1.8K refrigerators and the
i nterconnection boxes to the Cryogenic Distribution Lines
(Q$ RL). Each of the 8 sectors, with a length of some 3.3km,
has its own self-standing cryogenic system. The cryogen
provi ded by a refrigeration plant of 18 kW at 4.5 K equivalent
pow er, is distributed at different temperatures and pressures
via the QR Ls to the LHC magnet cryostats.
From the controls point of view the cryogenic system
repres ents some 12.000 digital I/O channels and 23.000
analogue  I/O channels. In addition to the overall supervision
of  the LHC cryogenic system from the central control room a
loﬁ cal supervision at each of the cryogenic plants will be
av ailable for local monitoring, intervention and maintenance
[12].
As the operation reliability of each cryogenic plant is of
ut most importance the local supervision, monitoring and
cont
 rol must not depend on the overall network backbone
operat ion. To provide a certain degree of autonomy to each
cryoge
 nic plant is essential.
Th e local field network will be based on Ethernet with the
TCP/IP protocol interconnecting the Programmable Logic
C ontrollers (PLC) located in the surface control room, in the
under ground caverns and in the alcoves. Redundancy of the
field network will be provided based on re-configurable
n' etwork hubs. Each local cryogenic control network will be
s	 ynchronised to the CERN wide timing system with a
res olution of 10 milliseconds. The same time resolution is
required for the synchronisation of the field equipment
interfaces with the control network.
The cryogenics control system is fully based on standard
industrial hardware and software. The PLCs will be from
SC HNEIDER PREMIUM family and the fieldbuses will be of
bot h Profibus and WorldFIP standard. All communication
over  the local cryogenic field network and the global site-
wid e network will be implemented with TCP/IP protocol.
Access to real-time information in the supervision layer will
be done  with a “client/server” mechanism, including
s	 ubscription-based access, like the one provided by the OPC
industrial standard.
A test facility for 3 QRL pre-series units has been
i mplemented at CERN along with the cryogenic control
s	 ystem and associated instrumentation [13].
Fo r this QRL test facility, the process automation has been
b ased on PLCs from the SIEMENS S7 family implementing
more # than 30 control loops, alarm handling, interlock and the
overal l process management. More than 160 sensors and
act uators are distributed over 150m on a Profibus DP/PA
net' work. Parameterisation, calibration and diagnostics are
remotely available through the Profibus.
Temperature sensors, fulfilling the LHC stringent
s	 pecification requirements, have been studied and developed
at  CERN. They provide industrial robustness in terms of
thermal drift,  galvanic protection, compact packaging and cost
to  performance ratio. Future developments will include
Application Specific Integrated Circuit versions, fieldbus
interfacing and a radiation tolerant redesign [14].
C onsidering the diversity, amount and geographical
d istribution of the instrumentation involved, this QRL test
facility is a representative approach of the cryogenic controls
for the LHC machine.
F.  Vacuum System
In LHC one can identify three vacuum systems: the beam
vacuum for bot h rings (< 10-11 mbar), the insulation vacuum
f& or the cryostats and for the cryolines (< 10-6 mbar) in the cold
s	 tate.
These three vacuum systems require some 200 sector
val ves, 500 roughing valves, 200 fixed and 40 mobile
pumpi ng groups, 800 gauges and 1300 ion pumps.
B ased on previous experience, the control of the LHC
v acuum system will use extensively industrial PLCs, the
Profibus fieldbus and distributed I/O equipment [15].
For the vacuum control in each octant it is planned to
install 3 master PLCs per alcove and to connect all vacuum
devi ces to Profibus fieldbuses. One of the master PLCs would
b e dedicated to the control and monitoring of the QRL lines
and  cryostat vacuum equipment, the second for beam vacuum
equi pment and the third for mobile pumping stations [16].
D) epending on the results obtained from ongoing radiation
tests  on intelligent local controllers it may be necessary to
cons
 ider electronic equipment to be installed in the alcoves
with  the necessity in this case to draw additional cables to
thes e alcoves.
G. Radiation Protection & Monitoring
The Radiation Protection Monitoring will consist of 150
Induce d Activity Monitors (PMI) with remote read-out
located around the experiments and where the highest levels
of radiation  are expected, typically in the Long Straight
Sectio ns of the tunnel. Area Monitors (PAX) will be used in
areas  accessible during beam operation, such as counting
rooms. Specialised Monitors will be installed in specific areas
of t he tunnel such as around the RF sections [17].
At  the major exit points from LHC, a total of 18 self-
ser	 vice radioactivity monitors (PCM) will be installed to
det ect the level of induced radioactivity in any equipment
leavﬁ ing the controlled areas. Sensitive Site Monitors (PMS)
will b e placed in and around the surface buildings as well as
at th e top of the pits and ventilation shafts. A total of 77 site
m
# onitors will be needed.
The  radiation protection and monitoring system will
ent irely use industrial equipment for data collection, analysis
and  communication over the CERN wide networks. All the
radiation mo nitors will be connected to industrial PLCs in a
redundant architecture. Two PLCs will drive a WorldFIP
fi& eldbus to which the radiation monitors are connected. In
cas
 e of failure of one of the PLCs, WorldFIP has the
necessary feature to allow an automatic control take-over by
t he PLC which is in standby mode [18].
H. Ot* her Electronic Systems
In  the tunnel and alcoves additional electronic systems are
foreseen for installation. The following systems are not yet
completely defi
 ned, options are under discussion or have still
t o be proposed.
The Machine Interlock and Protection System w ill
be hous ed in the 16 alcoves and 8 intersection points.  In these
24 locations, this system will receive information from the
Beam Loss Monitors, the Magnet Protection, the Vacuum and
the  Cryogenics and will, according to predefined conditions,
activate a beam du mp link.
The Personnel Access System will allow people to
enter  into selected areas of the tunnel provided that certain
secu	 rity conditions are met. There will be three security
in terlock chains: the main security chain will stop the beam,
local chains will stop specific equipment only and test chains
will  provide limited access to a test zone with particular
secu	 rity conditions.
I.  Industrial Systems+
For the controls of the LHC it is anticipated that
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) will be used
ex tensively for most electronic systems. Industry offers a vast
ch
 oice of PLCs. The PLCs are used for the cryogenics process
con
 trol, the magnet protection system, for the vacuum system,
th e power distribution, the machine access system, the
radiation protection, the cooling and the ventilation systems.
Recently PLCs have also been used for typical accelerator
s	 ystems such as beam transfer equipment, beam extraction
s	 ystems, beam target electronics and radio-frequency power
ge nerators.
VME cr, ates and modules or ad-hoc assemblies will remain
th e best choice for fast beam instrumentation and for special
s	 ystems.
I n order to limit the diversity of PLC equipment in LHC a
s	 tudy of the industrial offer has been made by a PLC Working
Grou- p and a CERN recommendation for their use has been
pu blished [19].
Following an official market survey two contracts have
been  signed with SCHNEIDER (F) and with SIEMENS (D)
for the supply of PLCs and fieldbus equipment.
Industry offers also a large diversity of input/output
modules#  for analogue and digital acquisition and control, for
steep	 ing motor control and for sensor interfaces. Additionally,
s	 ome special modules may have to be developed if they are
n
' ot commercially available.
The mou nting of these I/O modules is usually done on
rails, conforming to the DIN standard, which can be housed
under t he dipoles or even be fixed under the control cable tray
and cl ose to the sensors.
J.  Fieldbuses.
 Following the recommendation of the CERN Fieldbus
Wo/ rking Group only three types of fieldbuses will be used for
LHC. Profibus and WorldFIP are preferred for the control of
the machine f or reasons of long distance transmission
cap
 ability, while CAN is the choice for the experiments [20].
C onceptually Profibus is a Command/Response fieldbus;
like the MIL-1553-B that has been used extensively over the
pas t 10 years for the control of CERN accelerators.
 Profibus is an industrial fieldbus well supported by a large
number of manufacturers. Many interfaces exist for analogue
an d digital input/output modules, for stepping motor
con
 trollers, for sensors and actuators. Industrial PLCs of
v arious performance level are available, they provide all the
necessary Profibus drivers and the development software
facilities required are provided by the manufacturers.
Worl/ dFIP is also an industrial fieldbus well supported by
manufacturers, but to a less extend than Profibus. WorldFIP
w ill be used for control applications where the real-time
perf ormance is required, for the distribution of universal time
or  for precise synchronisation of accelerator equipment to
machine events.
W/ orldFIP implements a Producer/Consumer concept in
w hich a single command can be recognised and executed
s	 imultaneously by a variable number of consumers. This
Producer/Consumer concept, associated with deterministic
b us arbitration, allows WorldFIP to offer real-time control
cap
 abilities.
O0 ne of the most demanding applications of WorldFIP is
the  real-time control of the corrector power converters [7]. In
th is application 2.5 Mbit/s WorldFIP transmission will be
u sed over a high quality shielded twisted pair cable. Up to 32
nodes can be connected per bus over a distance of 500m
w ithout repeater. Electronic repeaters allow for more nodes
and l onger distances. Broadcast of synchronised timing from
GPS - is supported with a jitter of <10 s	 . Each digital
controller co
 ntains a WorldFIP chip (called FI P) which
s	 upports fixed length variables (8-64 bytes), variable length
mes# sages (1-122 bytes), broadcast and point to point
addres sing as well as periodic and aperiodic transmission.
For this application a lightweight communication protocol
has  been devised to support: the secure transport of
broadcas t/multicast, individual commands and
command/
 response, as well as remote login to digital
cont
 rollers. On every 10 ms cycle a 4 byte value is delivered
to each digital co ntroller via a broadcast message over the
W/ orldFIP containing real-time correction data. Every 10 ms
cycle each digital co
 ntroller produces a WorldFIP variable
cont
 aining status information. In addition, the time remaining
i n every cycle is available for point to point messages.
K.  Timing and Synchronisation1
A  Timing Working Group has been given the mandate to
make a detailed inventory of the requirements for timing and
s	 ynchronisation for the various systems in the accelerator and
to  establish a clear philosophy for timing associated with LHC
[21].
Ti ming and synchronisation includes domains such as:
 1) Beam synchronous timing for injection and extraction,
experi ments, radio frequency and beam instrumentation,
2) Cycle timing for synchronisation of settings for distributed
machine components,
3) S2 ynchronisation of data acquisition systems for post
mortem analysis after a beam dump or equipment fault,
4) Timing references for archiving and data tagging.
The LHC machine equipment requires precise timing
information. A precise universal time reference (Universal
Tim e Co-ordinates, UTC) is required to synchronise all CPU
clocks
  to better than a millisecond. To this purpose each of
the  8 LHC access points plus the central control room are
equipped  with GPS antennas and reception equipment. The
u niversal time reference is received and conditioned in
commerci
 ally available VME and PLC modules and is locally
dis tributed to all systems which need this time reference [22].
From  each intersection point the GPS time is propagated
bot h sides to the adjacent alcoves, distant of 943 m, via the
Int er-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG-B) standard
trans mission cable. In alcoves the IRIG-B signal is available
t o time-stamp local data acquisition and to synchronise the
cont
 rol of equipment.
Time stamping will be used for the magnet quench
prot ection system. This system will have over 4000 possible
i nputs to the beam dump trigger system. In order to perform
m# eaningful post mortem analysis, all related systems actions
w ould have to be time stamped. Due to the uniform
d istribution of the major systems throughout the LHC
co
 mplex, it will be essential to use the GPS as the unique
s	 ource of time reference.
A mongst others, a Beam Synchronous Timing (BST)
di stribution is required by beam instrumentation equipment to
identify particle bunches. This BST information will be
deri ved from the 40 MHz bunch clock, from the 11 kHz turn
clock and 
 from the machine events. The BST information will
be  available in 24 stations (16 alcoves and 8 IPs) and is
d istributed to all the beam instrumentation crates installed in
t he tunnel. The BST signal may be an updated LEP type or
t he Timing Trigger and Control (TTC) system developed for
LHC physics experiments, if deemed suitable for the machine
b eam instrumentation [23].
The overall TTC  system architecture provides for the
di stribution of synchronous timing, level-1 trigger, broadcast
and  individually addressed control signals, to electronic
co
 ntrollers with the appropriate phase relative to the LHC
bunch s tructure, taking account of the different delays due to
part icle time-of-flight and signal propagation.
L.  Communication Networks
In view of the LHC construction a Communication
Infras tructure Working Group (CIWG) has been created in
order  to study the overall communication requirements. The
C IWG has presented the results of its investigation and made
a recommen dation to the LHC Technical Coordination
Co mmittee [24].
The communication infrastructure will cover the needs for
machine beam control, detector’s	  control, transport of physics
d ata, technical services, transport of safety information,
pers onnel access as well as voice, video and telephones,
cabl
 ed and wireless.
Today optical fibre is the media of choice for networking.
Op0 tical wavelength multiplexing utilises the fibre efficiently
b y inserting many wavelengths on the fibre. In addition, by
adopt ing a fibre optical ring configuration, redundancy and
continuity 
 of service can be guaranteed in case of fibre
damage.
The fibre optic transport provides: fibre and wavelength
management, performance monitoring and alarm generation,
aut omatic recovery on the redundant path in case of fault, bit
s	 tream transparent optical add/drop, Gigabit Ethernet, fast
poi nt to point links and more.
During the LHC construction period fibre optic transport
i s intended to be installed and operated on a sector by sector
b asis. To this end, the existing fibre optic infrastructure needs
t o be strengthened in particular to LHC point 2, 3 and 4. As
o ptical fibres are sensitive to radiation care must be taken in
t he tunnel.
IP/Ethernet connections are expected to be available in all
alcoves , pit floors, surface buildings and the experimenters
co
 unting rooms. IP connections will tie together the
eq uipment control with the facilities of the control centres for
monitoring, storage archival and operator control.
All IP needs for controls can be met with a Gigabit
Etﬃ hernet backbone infrastructure much like the one that is
depl oyed at CERN today. But, if it would be decided to
t ransport video over IP then the bandwidth requirements
would increas e significantly.
Fast an d low jitter transport of beam measurements to the
co
 ntrol centre will require point to point links for closed-loop
beam cont rol, with a reserved bandwidth.
During the construction, the installation and
co
 mmissioning of equipment will require portable phone and
data acces s in the tunnel; this type of communication will
proba bly be implemented by means of a leaky feeder system.
The site surveillance, equipment control and beam
obs ervation need also a controlled video transmission and the
fire brigade will require a radio communication system in all
under ground areas.
II. UNDERGROUND INS3 TALLATION OF ELECTRONIC
E4 QUIPMENT
Electronic equipment will be housed under the cryostats,
al ong the tunnel, in the alcoves, in the galleries parallel to the
machine tunnel, klystron galleries and in dedicated areas
located at the bottom of each pit (USs).
A.  Dipoles and Quadrupoles
Taking into account the necessary room for accessing the
s	 upport jacks and the space required for the cryostat
interconnection, up to 13 standard Eurocrates can be placed
under eac h 14,56 m long dipole. A standard Eurocrate has a
to tal height of 8U, including a 2U ventilation unit. To
sim	 plify the installation of some systems, for example in the
cas
 e of the corrector power converters, four or five crates may
be regr ouped into a single box. The cooling air is aspired from
the  rear side of the crates, it flows through the electronics and
i s blown out at the bottom level to the front side of the crates
an d towards the transport area of the tunnel. This ventilation
met# hod has been chosen following a thermal analysis of
pos sible heating effects on cryostats and on the cryogenic
helium feeder lines (QRL) due to the Beam Instrumentation
crates
  which are expected to dissipate locally up to 900 Watts
[25].
B.  Control Cables and Fieldbuses
F our cable trays are foreseen in the LHC tunnel: three of
t hem are fixed on the wall and one is fixed on the top of the
Q5 RL. The highest near the ceiling of the tunnel is dedicated to
general s ervices, the second is reserved for power cables, the
th ird will carry all control cables and the fourth cable tray is
r eserved for the local interconnection cables, inside a full-cell.
This fourth cable tray is necessarily interrupted at each QRL
ju6 mper location.
According to the general LHC construction planning the
Q5 RLs will be amongst the first systems to be installed and
s	 erviced. In order to commission these QRLs as soon as they
are in stalled it will be necessary to gradually control and to
monitor the vacuum in these QRLs. All vacuum control and
monitoring cables will be laid in the third cable tray and their
as sociated electronic boxes will be fixed under that cable tray.
A  standard cabling methodology for Profibus and
W/ orldFIP fieldbuses has been proposed, standard fieldbus
cables
  are now available in CERN stores and a list of
recommen ded fieldbus components, for both Profibus and
W/ orldFIP, has been agreed to [26].
If  required, electronic and opto-electronic repeaters for
fieldbuses and networks as well as electronic boxes for other
s	 ystems will be fixed under this third cable tray.
C.  Alcoves
Around the LHC tunnel there are 16 alcoves (RE12 -
R" E88) housing the electrical distribution, a 120 kVA
redundant non-interruptible power supply, the cooling and
v entilation installation and the front-end equipment for the
various  electronic systems, mounted in a raw of racks.
A s far the radiation level and equipment hardness permit,
electr onic crates will be installed in the tunnel under the
cryos
 tats and electronic boxes will be fixed along the third
cable tray. R
 adiation sensitive systems will be housed in
alco ves where the radiation level is low.
Taking  into account the space required for the electricity
d istribution equipment and for the cooling and ventilation
s	 ystem only 15 racks (38U-height) remain available for
electronic equip ment. If this space would prove to be
insufficient it would be possible to put up a row of slim racks
al ong the existing separation wall situated in the middle of the
alcoves .
D.  Galleries and USs
In the LHC straight sections the radiation level precludes
installation of electronic crates in the tunnel itself. Parallel to
t he long straight sections, on both sides of an intersection
p oint, there are galleries (UAs or Uls) which will house these
electronic crates  as closely as possible to the equipment they
cont
 rol.
Elﬃ ectronics that does not require to be close to its
eq uipment will be installed in the US areas located on the
b ottom of the pits. In USs one will find the fibre optic
terminals  linking each pit to the control centre, the
communi
 cation and network equipment, the fieldbus
controllers
  of the electronics located in the galleries, the
t iming and the synchronisation systems.
II.   RADIATION QU7 ALIFICATION
Before installation in the LHC tunnel, electronic
com
 ponents and systems must be fully tested and be qualified
for standing the radiation levels to which they will be
ex posed, during the life of the LHC machine.
The abs orbed dose levels have been calculated at a
di stance of 700 mm from the proton beams. This is the
dis tance between the beams and the location of the electronic
racks  under the cryostats. The results of these calculations
gi ve an annual dose level of the order of 1 Gy under the
mi# ddle dipole of a regular half-cell and of 12 Gy under the
Sh ort Straight Section (SSS) quadrupole. At such dose levels,
no major radiation-damage problems are to be expected, and
des igners plan to use Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS)
el ectronic components and systems [27, 28].
W/ hile the radiation dose level is low, significant numbers
or hi gh energy neutrons and hadrons could be a worse
probl em than doses.
As a consequence and despite this low level doses, it is
es sential to check that COTS equipment does not contain
radiation sensitive components, is not subject to Single Event
U8 psets (SEU) and to latch-up phenomenon.
A.   CERN On-Line Radiation Test Facility
The radiation test facility has been described at the last
LEB9  Workshop [1]. In view of the year 2000 test campaign
th e facility has been improved during the last SPS winter
s	 hutdown according to the wishes of the experimenters.
In part icular a zone, protected from radiation, is now
avai lable for installation of electronic responder modules,
reference equipment, power supplies and some measurement
i nstruments. This has been possible inside a gallery
perpen dicular to the present beam lines. Continuous
meas# urements during this year have shown that in the
prot ected area the radiation dose is in the order of 150 times
lower than in the active zone.
B.  Qualification of the Test Facility
It is essential to qualify the TCC2 radiation test zone and
t o check if it provides a radiation environment similar to the
one that will exis t in the LHC tunnel during operation of the
machine.
The validity of all our component and system tests to
radiation depends entirely on this qualification.
In addition, for a better understanding of the test results,
experimenters  need to know the particle composition in this
area,  the energy spectrum of the particles, the geographical in-
homogeneity of the radiation level and the reliability of the
ab solute calibration of the radiation measurements.
An in-depth study of the radiation environment of the
TC C2 test area and a comparison with the LHC tunnel
envi ronment have been done during this year 2000 and the
results have been published recently [29].
Based on the FLUKA simulation program the results of
the calculation dem onstrate that:
- The ratio of the Fluence/Dose shows very little
lﬁ ongitudinal and radial dependencies.
- The radiation environments in the LHC and in the TCC2
experimental area a re the same for particle fluences  > 1 MeV.
- For fluences above the low energy cut-offs (e.g. neutrons
> : 100 keV) the TCC2 has a higher Neutron/Dose ratio than
t he LHC radiation environment.
- As SEUs are caused by hadrons > 20 MeV, the TCC2
test  area will provide the same radiation environment as the
LHC9  for testing electronics.
The  conclusion of the radiation simulation study is that the
CERN  On-Line Radiation Test Facility is qualified for the test
of  electronic components and systems in a radiation
en vironment similar to the one that will exist in the LHC
t unnel during operation.
III.   C; ONCLUS< ION
The definition of the major electronic systems for
under ground installation, in the tunnel, in alcoves and at
b ottom of the pits is well advanced. Some systems have to be
finalised and several decisions will depend on the radiation
hardnes s of their components.
Th e On-Line Radiation Test Facility is now qualified and
further experiments on electronic components and systems
can now p
 roceed with confidence and with the insurance that
t he results obtained are valid.
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